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Key points

•	 SEE ANNOTATED ESSAY
•	 Good subject for an essay considering your documentary practice.
•	 Well researched and really nicely illustrated.   
•	 When we speak of the indexicality of an image, we are saying the picture of an apple points directly 

to the apple.  There is a direct link in the photon chain from real apple to negative apple to print ap-
ple.  The referent/subject is the specific apple.  When we speak of the iconicity of the photograph, it is 
when it is changed into an image, idol or representation.  Now these two are very subtly interwoven 
and yet separate.  It is very interesting you choose to look at Henry Peach Robinson because there is 
a deliberate attempt to create an image, a composite, an iconic picture.  From an indexical point of 
view, it is an image of staging.  We can see the set up.  

•	 It’s great that you have a lot of good quotes, but be aware that you need to use your own words as 
much as possible.  It becomes fragmentary if you weave your words with quotes.  Not that it isn’t 
done well and effective some of the time.  

•	 On the whole, I think you got a bit lost with your terms.  ‘Photorealism’ is just not about photography.  
Realism may be.  These are difficult terms and it’ll be best if we have a chat about them sometime.

•	 Your research looks really good and I reckon these terms may just take a while to digest.  
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